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From the authors of the instant bestseller Loom Magic! comes a second amazing project book with

twenty-five totally new and extreme designs! Rainbow Looms are taking the world by storm, with

devotees of all ages accessorizing their wrists, backpacks, and rooms with fun and creative

projects.These super imaginative, out-of-this-world projects will take your rubber band loom projects

to the next level. Here are kid-tested step-by-step instructions and bright color photographs to show

you how to make the coolest rubber band projects out there, including:Twisty headbandBouquet of

flowersOctopusDecorated ponytail holderFashion jewelry standGlow-in-the-dark starsZipper

decorationHockey stickBloodshot eyeballsBlack batAnd many more!
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One of the best feature of this book is that is is unique. There are more than just rings, bracelets

and necklaces here. Items like the flowers and the octopus are a ice touch. But - bacon and eggs?

Where is that useful.I had seen that some objected to the instructions as being hard to follow. I don't

see that! Maybe because I'm not a child and I have extensive crafting experience, I found them

easy to understand and follow.I did see where some children might need some help but I didn't find

them at all as bad as some of the reviews make them out.lThe hard back part of the book may make

it a bit more difficult to use the patterns while the book is open. Unlike paperback or spiral bound,



you may need a weight to hold the book open for you as needed.

It is a good book to make different creations. I have, however, found some of the instructions hard to

follow. Also mad the loopy bracelet didn't stay together because of looping the middle before the

sides

All the patterns required two to three looms to create a project. Cute patterns but do not have that

many looms and you also need 200 to 300 bands for each project. Won't get any use out of this

book

this book lacks so much detail as to how to place and loop the bands that it's a miracle that anything

comes out right. THe amount of time it takes to do these multistep projects only to find that 1 band

wasn't looped properly and the whole thing is ruined, is truely frustrating and annoying! They just

show you a picture of how it should look with bands placed and then a picture of how it should look

looped without telling you which order to place bands or loop them. it's a total guessing game based

on what you see in the picture. I WISH that there were other books out there that used the real

Rainbowloom technique with Susanne Peterson.H

I purchased two copies of this book in order to replace a copy we checked out from the library and

got damaged. We felt that the book was worth the purchase price of less than three dollars based

upon the first look through and a couple projects that were completed by my daughters.However,

after an extended length of time and multiple failed projects due to the lack of detail provided in the

book, I would recommend that people check it out from the library first. My daughters aged 7 - 11

are great at following instructions. They play snap circuits all the time, and follow the instructions

better than I do in many cases. However, these instructions just do not translate.My daughters liked

the difficulty ratings, they felt that it provided them with a true rating that would prepare them for

what was to follow.They liked a few of the projects, however, felt that many of the projects were not

even worthy of spending the time to try. Other projects they gave up with after spending the time to

build them, only to find that when they took them off the loom time & time again, that they would just

fall apart.Overall the book is worth 3 dollars because my kids spent some time using it and they had

fun with the projects. But after the first couple weeks, they have not picked the book back up, hence

the library recommendation.



This book is amazing I love the octopus ideas and the bacon and eggs but let me tell you something

you may need more than one loom I suggest getting three that's why we did it four Star so if you

have them already I would really suggest getting this but if you don't I would suggest getting just the

loom off of  it's really cheap and it's better so I hope this rating you enjoyed goodbye

This loom book has brought many hours of new fun for my two children.. Just when they were

getting tired of the regular loom projects this book reinvented the ideas and possibilities for them to

create!! Great book!!

These authors have amazing imaginations! Love the projects, especially those for boys. Hours and

hours of fun are ahead for my son and his friends.
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